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It Took HOW LONG To Appeal That
Denial?

One of the chief complaints about appealing

denials for patients is that it takes too much

time to do it well.

Some might even say it takes too long to do it poorly thanks to poorly

designed insurance company appeal processes.

So, do we not do it?

Do we do it half-heartedly with a simple uncustomized “please

reconsider” appeal letter?

Or do we defy good sense and sound time management practices in

order to don our capes, sharpen our “I call BS” argument skills and write

a highly specific appeal letter with a clear demand for quality review?

Lets Do That Last One!

Read More. . . .
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Our specialty-specific appeal letters at

AppealTraining.com are specifically designed

to save you time when developing appeals.

These letters provide an excellent starting point. We have developed

specialty-specific appeal letters for the following areas:

1. Anesthesia

2. Cardiology

3. Chiropractic

4. Dermatology

5. Endocrinology

6. Gastroenterology

7. Hematology/Oncology

8. Mental Nervous/Substance Abuse

9. Neurology

10. Orthopedic

11. Pediatrics

12. Reproductive Medicine

13. Telemedicine

14. Urology

Let us know if you have a specialty-specific appeal scenario which is not

covered by our content. We are always growing our appeal letter

database.

Visit AppealTraining.com's Database of 1600+ Letters

Get 1 CEU Credit Plus Free 30-day
Trial to AppealTraining.com

Are you ready to start demanding a high

quality medical review process from payers?

Do you want to make sure that when you

submit records, they are not just read by payers but also understood?

Tammy Tipton, President of Appeal Solutions, will discuss how to assess

appeal responses for signs of a poor quality review in the upcoming
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webinar, “Medical Necessity Appeals And Demanding A Quality
Review By The Payer.” The webinar will be April 10 at 11 pm CST.

Strategies for demanding peer review, peer discussion, expert review

and complete clinical disclosure will be explained.

Level II medical necessity appeal customizations will be demonstrated

so that none of your higher level appeals are rejected due to "no new

information." Further, participants will be given 14 medical necessity

appeal letters to make it easy to use these well-worded demands for

quality review.

Sign up today for this webinar and get a FREE 30-Day PRO
AppealTraining.com Membership and 1 CEU Credit. You'll get

unlimited access to over 40 video training courses, 1600 appeal letter

templates, and much more! Sign up today to attend our Medical

Necessity Webinar for only $297.
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